Spot Scene Synopsis
Scene 1 Joe, Jess & Jake
Early in the morning, Jake, Daddy Joe and Mommy Jess dance together. Jake takes out a book about Spot the
Dog and asks Daddy to read.
“Helen the blue hippo is staying over at Spot’s home. She has brought many toys with her, but Spot has a
better plan. They will be working in Daddy’s farm…”

Scene 2 The Farm
Spot and Helen are excited to arrive at the farm, only to find that all the animals have disappeared! All they can
see are a few holes on the wall of the back door, which look exactly like the shapes of those missing animals.

Scene 3 Flat Tire
They look around, but there is no sign of the animals. Daddy decides to look for them on the tractor. Oh no!
One of the tires has gone flat! Spot asks everyone to help with pumping it up. The tractor finally moves and
Daddy sets off for the search!

Scene 4 Strange Noises
When Spot and Helen are waiting at the farm, suddenly they hear the sounds of animals… It’s the rooster! It’s
the cow! And the piggy too!

Scene 5 Cock-A-Doodle-Do!
Spot and Helen have located the rooster above the water tank, while a hen and three chickens are hiding behind
the bush. They bring the animals home.

Scene 6

Feeding Time

Everyone feels hungry after so much work. Helen suggests sitting down to have some apples. Spot suddenly
sees Piggy, so he uses apples as bait and successfully guides it home.

Scene 7

Helen is Mad

Piggy has eaten all the apples, which makes Helen mad. Spot tries to cheer her up.

Scene 8

A Walking Haystack

Helen suddenly sees a haystack walking. Spot approaches and sniffs. There is one long tail! Oh, it’s Cow!

Scene 9

A Really Fat Cow

Failing to find the animals, Daddy returns to a pleasant surprise. He praises Spot and Helen for their smart
work. However, they realise that the cow has gained much weight and can no longer go through the hole on the

wall. How come?

Scene 10

Still one missing!

There is still a hole on the wall. What animal can that be?

Scenes 11-12

What is going to happen next? Come and find out!

